Thank you for becoming a member of CATS-TV!

Here are some details about your membership:

Your membership to CATS costs $50/year and will expire 1 year after your date of joining. As part of your membership to CATS you are able to receive training on the following:

- Digital video camera operation and care
- Video editing using the available editing software at CATS
- Use of microphones and other audio equipment

After a minimum of 2 hours of training you may check out equipment needed to produce your project with the understanding that if you use CATS equipment in the production of your project it must be released to air on CATS TV. When CATS equipment is in your care, it is your responsibility and you may be liable for any damages to the equipment.

You are able to use the computers located at CATS during business hours to edit your projects and prepare them for airing on CATS TV. Please contact the staff of CATS to schedule time on the computers. The computers at CATS are considered use of CATS equipment and any programs made on those computers must be released to CATS for airing. There is no guarantee as to when, how often, or how many times your productions will be aired; scheduling is at the sole discretion of the CATS Executive Director.

The following disclaimer must for air for four and a half seconds on the first screen and last screen of your production: “The opinions expressed are not necessarily those of CATS”

You may also be eligible for the Board of Directors of CATS.

Failure to pay dues within a reasonable length of time may result in forfeiture of membership. If you abuse your rights as a member, CATS reserves the right to suspend your membership until a board hearing can be arranged.

Members are independent of CATS-TV and may not represent themselves as CATS-TV employees. Doing so will result in the cancellation of membership without refund.